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Cognizant Joins the Android Enterprise Recommended Program for
Managed Service Providers

Cognizant has joined the Android Enterprise Recommended program for managed service providers. The
GoogleTM-led program is aimed towards giving customers confidence in deploying AndroidTM and ensuring their
enterprise mobility deployment is as consistent and as current as possible.

Under the program, validated partners are trained on the latest best practices from Google to help customers
simplify their mobility programs, allowing for agile and efficient growth using Android.

“Organizations from all industries are navigating the shift to digital, redesigning processes, and adopting new
systems to enhance the workplace experience and productivity,” said Venu Lambu, Senior Vice President and
Global Head, Technology Services, Cognizant. “As businesses identify new revenue streams and operating
models, it is essential that their workforce is equipped with the tools needed to remain competitive.  We are
excited to be a part of the recently launched Android Enterprise Recommended Partner program for MSPs and
to be recognized for providing consistent mobility deployment experiences that foster collaboration, innovation
and productivity within the workplace.”

"We’re pleased to recognize Cognizant as an Android Enterprise Recommended managed service provider,” said
David Still, Managing Director of Android Enterprise Business. “MSPs in the program demonstrate proven
expertise in implementing and supporting Android deployments. We’re excited that Cognizant is stepping up to
deliver this expertise on behalf of customers.”

Utilizing Android Enterprise, Cognizant’s Digital Workplace Services practice helps clients build a connected
enterprise with better user experience, empowerment and productivity. Cognizant enables organizations to
deliver personalized services that are location- and device-independent—giving employees the freedom to work
from anywhere, anytime.

Android Enterprise Recommended partners demonstrate:

Technical expertise and leadership with dedicated personnel trained by Google on implementing and
supporting Android
Experience with Android Enterprise Recommended enterprise mobility management systems
A close working relationship with Google for planning and escalation issues
A commitment to staying current on the latest Android product features and training requirements

For more information about Cognizant Digital Workplace Services, visit:
https://www.cognizant.com/cognizant-digital-systems-technology/cognizant-infrastructure-services/digital-
workplace-services

For more information on the partnership visit:
https://www.cognizant.com/partners/google-cloud

*Google and Android are trademarks of Google LLC.
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